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Abstract
Privacy policies are a mechanism used to inform users of the World Wide Web about the processing of their personal data.
Such processing has special requirements, since personal data are regulated by data protection legislation. For example, a
consent or another legal basis is typically needed. Privacy policies are documents used, among other things, to inform the
data subject about processing of their personal data. These are formally represented by privacy languages. In this paper, we
present a technique for constructing Layered Privacy Language policy data from web service code bases. Theoretically, we
model the purposes of processing within web services by extending the privacy language with composition. We also present
a formal analysis method for generating privacy policy purposes from the source code of web services. Furthermore, as a
practical contribution, we present a static analysis tool that implements the theoretical solution. Finally, we report a brief case
study for validating the tool

Keywords Data protection · privacy engineering · privacy language · static analysis · semantic web · GDPR

1 Introduction

The fundamental right to privacy is included in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the United Nations
General Assembly in 1948 [4]. Despite this right, in practice
privacy has been threatened by many factors, and the age of
the information economy has only intensified the threats. To
abate them, the right to privacy has also been portrayed as
a right to the protection of individuals’ personal data. This
viewpoint has been prominent in Europe. In fact, the right to
the protection of personal data was included in the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the EuropeanUnion, adoptedwith the
Treaty of Lisbon in 2009. The General Data Protection Reg-
ulation (GDPR) [54] builds upon this fundamental European
foundation and sets the context of the present work.
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While personal data must be protected, the capability to
process it is a valuable asset for enterprises. Given this back-
drop, it can be said that there is an inherent conflict between
business interests and the right to privacy and data protection.
However, advances in data protection can also provide new
opportunities for businesses [51], although these opportuni-
ties have not yet fully materialized. One possible explanation
for this is the long-standing gap between research and prac-
tice in the domain of privacy and data protection [41]. The
same argument can be made about information security,
which, likewise, has a long research lineage in computer sci-
ence. Privacy engineering has emerged as a field that seeks
to narrow this gap. In general, privacy engineering can be
defined as a “field of research and practice that designs,
implements, adapts, and evaluates theories, methods, tech-
niques, and tools to systematically capture and address
privacy issueswhendeveloping sociotechnical systems” [29].
The results from privacy engineering research can lower the
adoption costs for industry and eventually bridge the gap
between practice and research. Within this research domain,
privacy-friendliness of a system can be understood to range
from “privacy-by-policy” to “privacy-by-architecture” [50].
The former approach can be summarized as the implementa-
tion of privacy mechanisms to the extent that the users (and
governance) are satisfied, whereas the latter refers to design-
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ing a system in such a way that privacy is inherent to the
system. This paper can be positioned in the middle: A hybrid
approach, as described by Spiekermann & Cranor [50], is
adopted; the goal is to make technical advances in order to
improve the enforcement of privacy and data protection.

Privacypolicies are necessary formany software engineer-
ing practitioners. The GDPR requires that those processing
personal data must keep a record of their data processing
activities, and to establish a lawful basis for each purpose
of processing [54]. Such bookkeeping necessitates the doc-
umentation of the processing activities in privacy policies.
Documentation is required also for establishing the lawful-
ness of a given processing activity and for accountability. In
the Web, the consent of data subjects is presumably the most
commonly used way to establish the lawful basis of process-
ing personal data under the GDPR [18]. But to obtain an
informed and freely given consent, a data subject must know
and understand the purpose(s) of processing his or her per-
sonal data. Given that privacy policies have been repeatedly
shown to be difficult and time-consuming to read and under-
stand [38], it is understandable why the whole concept of
consent has long been recognized as problematic in the dig-
ital era [9,11,28]. There are many practical reasons behind
the problems. For one, there exists an information asymmetry
between service providers anddata subjects [7,49].A service
provider knows exactly how their service operates, while the
data subject only knows information shared with them. This
asymmetry motivates developing new methods for express-
ing privacy policies in more transparent and understandable
ways. At the same time, value can be provided to service
providers in terms of tool-assisted privacy policy manage-
ment, and our work aims to be useful for both.

There is a continuing challenge in the current software
industry: Privacy policies are neither explicit nor specific
enough [42]. In order to overcome this challenge, our
approach makes use of a notion that an abstract purpose for
processing can often be describedmore specifically by asking
a simple question: “what does the purpose consist of?” This
question can then be repeated until the desired level of speci-
ficity is reached. As an illustration, consider a Web Service
(WS) that processes personal data in a context of booking
a hotel room online. In this context, “hotel room reserva-
tion”might denote the high-level purpose for the processing.
However, this purpose does not provide enough details to
obtain an informed consent. Therefore, the purpose could
be augmented to contain more fine-grained elements, such
as “authentication,” “review display,” “account manage-
ment,” “reservation confirmation,” and“online payment.” In
a typicalWS implementation, these specific elements map to
particular software architecturemodules in a service-oriented
architecture (SOA). By further increasing the granularity and
lowering the level of abstraction, it is possible to enumerate
these elements as a sequence ofWS-specific functional calls.

By using a formal privacy policy language, the enumeration
can be further used to generate policies that describe the
distinct elements in the processing. Finally, the lowest-level
sub-purposes can act as building blocks to form a privacy
policy. In essence, a privacy policy for a web service is also
a documentation of its behavior concerning personal data
processing (along with additional factors, of course).

It should be noted that the previous example only covers
processing done by a primary service provider. In practice,
transfers of data to other domains often occur; a single pol-
icy does not cover the entire transitive closure in the flow of
personal data. In the context of the Web, there has been a
culture of sharing data across businesses. Personal data are a
key resource in the information economy, but with resources
come the risks of data breaches, leaks, and misuse [31]. At
a societal level, the risks are increasingly managed by reg-
ulations and standards that seek to protect the fundamental
rights to privacy and data protection. For instance, a payment
transaction might use a third-party provider. In this kind of
a situation, the original privacy policy mentions the transfer
and refers to their privacy policy, layering them in stack.

In terms of privacy engineering, the previous illustration
underlines the possibility to switch between a user-focused
perspective of validating a privacy policy against a concrete
software architecture, and a developer-oriented perspective
of generating the policy automatically [33]. A tool that can
carry out such switching facilitates the writing of privacy
policies—even though human intervention is still required in
practice. The effort of compiling the policy can be assisted
with automatically generated data. The current way to con-
struct policies with privacy languages is by hand; which is
rather impractical. Indeed, a large portion of privacy poli-
cies are not specified in a formal way at all [23], presumably
because it is a daunting task and not required by law (yet).

With this motivation in mind, the present work lays down
the groundwork for generative programming for privacy poli-
cies. The goal of this work is to formulate a method to extract
data fromweb services in a way that fits into a privacy policy.
The following two research questions (RQs) are examined:

– RQ1: How can we model personal data processing for
web services using LPL?

– RQ2:How to automatically extract themodel’s data from
web service source code?

The answers to these two questions establish both a
method (RQ1) and a tool (RQ2). In terms of RQ1, exist-
ing models for privacy policies are extended and augmented
in the web application context; in terms of the RQ2, a con-
crete implementation is presented. From a practical privacy
engineering viewpoint, it is important that the results are pos-
sible to integrate into real-world applications with minimal
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overhead costs. Therefore, a case study is further presented
to demonstrate practical applicability.

Our contribution to the state of the art is combining both
the advances in privacy languages and static analysis to
improve the intersection in the context of web services. We
present improvements to the theory, and a novelmethodology
(both in theory and practice). This paper is an extended ver-
sion of our previous work presented in the 2020 International
Workshop on Privacy Engineering [34], and this paper rep-
resents the final results of the research. The previous work is
extended to complete previously out-of-scope requirements,
with additional theory and extended experimental parts. The
contribution to the model is the integration of data trans-
fers and data recipients, and updating the LPL to the latest
standard. The analysis tool is updated according to the new
model, and is extended with a visualization feature that cre-
ates user-friendly HTML from the raw data of the analysis.
Finally, this paper also contributes further evaluation, repeat-
ing the case study analysis with the updated model, and more
comprehensive discussion.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The
opening Sect. 2 outlines the background and related work.
The subsequent Sect. 3 provides the formal definitions for the
method and the static analysis tool thereto. These definitions
are provided in two parts: The LPL is first extended to accom-
modate composition, after which the language’s Purposes
are mapped to web services. Thus, this section provides the
answer to RQ1. For answering RQ2, Sect. 4 presents a con-
crete implementation based on static analysis and SOAs. The
use of the tool implemented is further elaborated in Sect. 5
with a small case study. Finally, Sect. 6 discusses the impli-
cations of our findings and their integration into engineering
practice, suggests some preliminary quality measures, and
pinpoints opportunities for further work.

2 Background and related work

2.1 The GDPR and the web

The GDPR came into force in 2018. Research concerning
the regulation and technical solutions to its requirements has
been active before and thereafter. The regulation covers the
processing of all personal data about people of the European
Union, and the changes from previous legislation obligated
businesses and organizations to review their means of pro-
cessing personal data. In other words, there has been both
organizational and technical consequences from the GDPR
[57].Data protection impact assessments are a good example;
these must be performed, for example, when new technolo-
gies are adopted for the processing of personal data. These
assessments provide a way to demonstrate compliance, serv-
ing as an early warning system about risks [12]. The more

explicit documentation about a system there is, the easier
and lighter the assessment of the system. Indirectly, impact
assessments thus provide a further motivation for the present
work.

Technical approaches forGDPRcompliance are as numer-
ous as the technical ways to process personal data. Previous
research has studied the requirements [5,45], implementa-
tion in software architectures [32], and enterprise modeling
solutions [13], to name three examples. However, the gap
between research and practice still persists. For instance—in
accordance with the topic of this paper, there is an acute need
for better privacy policies in theWeb. Matte et al. studied the
legal bases of purposes in the advertisement space [42]. Their
conclusionwas that several purposeswere neither explicit nor
specific enough to be compliantwith theGDPR. For instance,
they concluded that the legal basis could not be derived from
a purpose called “Personalization.” The apparent vagueness
seemed to imply that the purpose in fact bundled multiple
purposes. Again, this is an example of the information asym-
metry between providers and consumers online. In this paper,
we show how such bundling can be improved with privacy
languages; composition of purposes makes it explicit what
is contained in any given purpose. The ability to create fine-
grained composites improves specificity for each individual
purpose.

Much responsibility in the privacy engineering discipline
is on the shoulders of the software engineers, but this is a
challenge for them due to various reasons [10,48]. We take
this as a call to action to make the “developer experience” of
data protection better.

2.2 Privacy languages and the LPL

Multiple competing formal privacy languages have been pre-
sented in recent years. Of these, the LPL is a good and timely
example as it has been explicitly designed to address the
GDPR’s requirements [25,26]. It adheres to both legal and
technical privacy viewpoints. The main design requirements
for the language included the differentiation of data subjects
and data recipients, purpose-based policies for data, reten-
tion and anonymization elements, the ability to layer policies
for provenance, and human readability.While some previous
research exists for programmable privacy languages [44],
the LPL’s abstraction level focuses on the modeling of pri-
vacy policies. This level is also suitable for the present work,
since it is possible to use our method with usual programs.
The challenge for the type of privacy languages which inte-
grate completely into the programming language is adoption
in practice. This is the balance between holistic privacy-by-
architecture and the “easy”method of privacy-by-policy. Our
view, and the goal of this paper, is that there is room in
between—room to improve existing software design prac-
tices with regards to data protection.
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After the LPL’s initiation in 2018, further effort has
been devoted to extending the language and building fea-
tures around it. Some examples include authentication [61],
personalization [27], and privacy icons [24]. The language
was updated in a later publication [25]. However, there
appears to be no previous work for mapping LPL specifi-
cally to web services, nor does there seem to exist previous
research for grouping purposes. Although LPL itself features
a PurposeHierarchy, this feature is an inheritance relation-
ship. In contrast, the presentwork operateswith composition.
The difference is significant in the practice of modeling poli-
cies, which is demonstrated later on.

One goal of formal languages for expressing privacy poli-
cies is to make them machine-readable. This readability
enables algorithmic validation of a privacy policy, of which
there also exists some previous work in this regard. For
instance, a language has been developed for the requirements
of the GDPR [14], and another for system design [58]. Com-
pared to the original, unmodified LPL, the ontology of the
language is more expressive, modeling consent, processing
of data, location, and related data protection characteristics.
If the goal is compliance checking instead of mere formu-
lation of a policy, such modeling is also necessary. Against
this backdrop, the present work builds upon LPL and takes
it a step closer to implementation. That said, the concepts
presented (excluding Sect. 3.1) are applicable to other policy
languages as well.

Access control policies are policy languages which are
grouped as security-focused in the categorization by Gerl
[26]. The purpose of access policies is to regulate the access
to data with rules and effects. These include examples such
as XACML [52] andConSpec [1]. Generally, these languages
are defined in a generalist way, and not specifically for GDPR
needs; see Gerl for comparison [26]. On the other hand, for
instance, an extension of XACML with privacy awareness
has been presented [3] with further similar approaches [39].
LPL lacks the kind of infrastructure support the standard-
based protocols have, but the present work is a step in the
direction. The notion that purposes can be seen as a directed
acyclic graph which can be used for access control in general
has been explored as well [64].

In essence, the GPDR entails six aspects for privacy poli-
cies: the purposes of data processing, the data processed, the
potential data recipients, transfers of the data, erasure condi-
tions for the data, and information about the processing itself
[14,26]. In addition, a privacy language should be human-
readable and model provenance [26]. In its current state,
LPL covers these aspects, but it is cumbersome to model
details about the processing in a transparent way. Therefore,
the present work provides further means to document web
services in detail and to generate this data automatically.

2.3 Static analysis

Previous research has discussed using static analysis as a
technical measure to ensure data protection [33]. The term
static source code analysis refers to the practice of inspecting
the behavior of a program without executing it. In contrast,
dynamic analysis monitors the behavior while the program
is running. In static source code analysis, the model under
inspection is the program specification or an abstract model
of it. While the concept of static analysis can in general be
applied to other models as well, such as validating BPMN
for requirement conflicts [43], this paper focuses on models
derived from source code. That said, comparable approaches
toward annotating business processes in order to analyze their
privacy properties also exist [8].

Static analysis is commonly used to improve software
quality as it is being developed. A good example is the class
of analyzers called “linters,” which validate that the source
code follows pre-defined style and quality rules [55]. On a
higher abstraction level, the way data flow in the abstract
syntax tree of a program can be assessed for security vulner-
abilities [46]. Furthermore, there is plenty of research about
detecting privacy leaks using static analysis as well; see [21]
as an example in this regard.

This paper takes another perspective on static analysis.
Based on previous work [33], static analysis can be divided
into user-oriented and developer-focused approaches. The
user-focused approach seeks to answer whether a program
follows external rules (i.e., a policy). Often the use case is
indeed that a customer analyzes a program to see whether
its publishers are honest. In contrast, the developer-focused
approach describes the program and creates documentation
from the structure of the program. Although generating an
entire privacy policy is not simple in practice, this approach
seeks to remedy possible disconnects between a policy and
behavior.

2.4 Privacy in web services

In theweb service literature, plenty of differentmodeling and
analysis tools have been presented. The so-called semantic
web would be a prime example [2,56,59]. There are many
industry tools and standards for documenting Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs), of which a good example
would be the OpenAPI initiative.1 In general, these API
frameworks provide means to describe the functionality of a
service and to increase its discoverability [20]. The OpenAPI
specification has been extended with metadata in order to
improve interoperability [17,63]. Discoverability and inter-
operability alignwith theGDPR’s high-level goals. Salnitri et
al. have modeled privacy and security requirements of socio-

1 https://www.openapis.org/.
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technical systems in general [47]. The notion of modeling
privacy in web services with composition is a known con-
cept as well [62].

The Platform for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P) was
an effort to integrate machine-readable privacy policies to
the Web [15,36]. Alas, the standard has been deprecated2,
allegedly due to the lack of support inweb browsers.After the
P3P, there have been some follow-up projects, including the
so-called Policy Aware Web [60]. New initiatives have also
been presented in the industry, for instance, the Interactive
Advertising Bureau have pushed a so-called Transparency
& Consent Framework (TCF)3 in an effort to reconcile tar-
geted advertising with the GDPR. Despite the open issues
raised [42], it has become popular. The popularity suppos-
edly demonstrates the difficulties in the adoption of privacy
enhancing technologies. In any case, the adoption of techni-
cal solutions is a factor that must be taken into account in the
present work.

Generating API documentation from source code is an
industry standard practice, and there are tools that inte-
grate this task with OpenAPI.4 In addition to documentation,
these generators can create client libraries that use the
APIs. Another approach is to use business process modeling
and existing enterprise architecture documentation to gen-
erate specific GDPR-related documentation [35]. Such an
approach has its merits—yet it is decoupled from the techni-
cal implementation of services.

Despite these advances, there appears to be no exist-
ing tools specifically tailored for generating privacy policies
from source code. The state of the art in privacy languages is
branched, featuring either entirely theoretical languages or
languages with an application fixed to a certain technology.
The previous version of our work [34] presented the foun-
dation for this goal, but it was incomplete. By building upon
an existing solution for annotating personal data processing
in source code [33], this paper narrows this apparent gap in
both research and practice. Our contribution combines the
advances in privacy languages and static analysis to improve
the state of the art in their intersection.

2.5 Petri nets

The chosen approach tomodelingweb services in thiswork is
based on Petri nets, as introduced by Hamadi and Benatallah
[30], who provide an algebra that is capable of composition
and represents the way web services function in practice.
Petri nets themselves are a visual modeling technique based
on directed graphs of nodes and places [30]. This perspective

2 https://www.w3.org/TR/P3P11/.
3 https://iabeurope.eu/transparency-consent-framework/.
4 https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-codegen/.

on web services is suitable for modeling combinations of dif-
ferent services, and the parallel to compositions of layered
privacy policies is apparent. On this topic there are further
related work as well—for example, Diver and Schafer make
use of the modeling technique in order to visualize informa-
tion flows within applications in order to facilitate privacy by
design [19].

3 Definitions

This section defines concepts of our approach to the research
questions. The first definition is a composed Purpose, an
extension to LPL that is accompanied by related constraints.
This composition is used as a bridge from the formal pol-
icy language level to the technical implementation level. The
composition is subsequently mapped as a directed graph to
the structure of web services represented as a Petri net.While
most of the definitions appear in the literature, the forthcom-
ing discussion completes them with additional constraints
and extensions for Data transfers and recipients. We include
the entire extensions of LPL (from [34] and new) here for the
sake of completeness. Whereas previous work is based on an
earlier version of LPL [26], the definitions here are consistent
with the current version [25].

The LPL Purpose “denotes a reason and extent of the
processing of personal data.” [25] and matches to the
GDPR Article 5 Purpose of Processing. This is the foun-
dation upon which privacy policies are built. The subsequent
sub-purposes, on the other hand, are not supposed to be stand-
alone. Rather, they can bridge the abstract legal purposes into
practice by specifying their component parts.

3.1 Defining purpose composition

The LPL has a fundamentally layered nature, as indicated
already by its name. The layering is used to provide a
simplified overview while preserving the details for inter-
ested parties. The mechanisms of layering in LPL are nested
privacy policies with UnderlyingPrivacyPolicy and an
inheritance mechanism for Purposes. While these are use-
ful, our application requires another way to layer granularity
and abstraction levels into the language, to reason about the
component parts that a Purpose consists of. In this con-
text, inheritance is understood as an is-a relationship—a
child may be substituted for its parent—whereas Compo-
sition refers to a has-a relationship of holding a reference
to another component element. The LPL forbids multiple
inheritance, but composition has no such restriction.

To this end, we will define a relation of Composed
Purposes, but let us start with the definition of a policy. A
Layered
PrivacyPolicy, or lpp, that is, an element representing a
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privacy policy, is defined [25, Def. 5.6] as a tuple:

lpp = (version, name, lang, ppU RI , ̂HEAD, ̂DESC,

̂I , ds, ̂P, ̂C, ̂DPO, dsr , lc, upp),

(1)

where version describes the LPL version, name labels the
given policy, lang specifies the language with which the
policy is written, ppU RI is a link to a textual version
of the policy, and ̂HEAD and ̂DESC are reference ele-
ments of human-readable information. ̂I refers to a set of
Icons, ds to the DataSource of the policy in question, upp
is the UnderlyingPrivacyPolicy element, and ̂P is the
set of Purposes the policy consists of. Furthermore, ̂C ,
̂DPO , dsr , and lc define information about the controller,
data protection officer, data subject rights, and instruc-
tions to lodge complaints, respectively. Of these, upp—
UnderlyingPrivacyPolicy—allows composing policies into
layers, while ̂P defines the actual policy content. An LPL
Purpose element, p, is defined [25, Def. 5.17] as the fol-
lowing tuple of values:

p = (name, optOut, required, pointO f Acceptance,
̂HEAD, ̂DESC, ̂D,̂PM, ̂PSM,

̂DR, ̂LB, ̂ADM, r),

(2)

where name defines the identifying name of the purpose, and
the Boolean values optOut and required define whether
the purpose has to be “actively denied” and whether the pur-
pose has to be accepted to be able to consent to the policy.
̂HEAD and ̂DESC , again, are reference elements of human-
readable information. Furthermore, ̂D refers to the set of
Data elements accessed for the given Purpose, and ̂DR
the set of DataRecipients the right to access is granted.
̂PM and ̂PSM refer to applied de-identification methods:
PrivacyModels and PseudonymizationMethods. These spec-
ify the privacy conditions which have to apply to the Data
elements, such as k-anonymity [25]. Finally, ̂LB defines the
legal basis of the purpose, ̂ADM whether the purpose con-
tains automated decision making or profiling, and r refers to
its retention rules.

Given these preliminaries from the LPL definitions, our
goal is to extend the language by defining the relation
among composite Purposes in a Policy. Since a root-level
Purpose in a privacy policy is often not specific or concrete
enough to map to a technical implementation unit, the hier-
archy between Purposes can be defined as a directed graph.
However, abstract concept-level purposes (e.g., “reserve a
room”) contain many concrete parts (e.g., API calls). There-
fore, the aim is to also define constraints under which data
subjects accepting a given p may accept all its composite

purposes, denoted by p′, without weakening their data pro-
tection. The relation is specific to a Policy, which defines
the hierarchy—policies may have different hierarchies.

Let up denote a relation for an UnderlyingPurpose,
represented as a tuple of values in a policy, and ûp a set of
up. Further denote the relation of all ComposedPurposes
in an lpp by cp. Then,

up = (p, p′) and cp = (lpp, ûp), (3)

where p is any Purpose in the policy, and p′ is a Purpose
element with additional constraints to form a valid privacy
policy, as follows. From the relationship that a composite p′
is a component of a Purpose p, the constraints for a Policy
can be reasoned. In any given lpp, where p is a Purpose
belonging to it and p′ its underlying Purpose, i.e., the tuples
in (3) exist and up ∈ ûp, in order for the lpp to be valid, it
must hold that

̂Dp′ ⊆ ̂Dp, (4)

̂DRp′ ⊆̂DRp, (5)

rp′ ≤ rp, (6)

̂PM p′ ≥ ̂PM p, (7)

̂PSM p′ ≥ ̂PSM p, (8)

requiredp′ = requiredp, (9)

optOutp′ = optOutp, (10)
̂LB p′ ⊆ ̂LB p, (11)

̂ADM p′ ⊆ ̂ADM p. (12)

In (6), the inequality is defined as a strictness of aRetention
element depending on its particular t ype. Let I nde f ini te ≥
A f ter Purpose ≥ FixedDate and assume that compar-
isons with the same t ype are decided by point I nT ime.
With these assumptions, A f ter Purpose ≥ FixedDate fol-
lows from not considering a Purpose completed until all
FixedDate retentions are resolved. It is also worth remark-
ing that the comparison of PrivacyModel elements in (7)
is not defined strictly. The reason originates from the LPL,
which does not provide a rigid definition for a set of poten-
tial (pseudo)anonymization methods. A comparison of two
pm’s with the same name (e.g., “k-anonymity”) is decided
by the values of their PrivacyModel Attributes. Without a
definition of an exact comparison across different pm types,
it is possible to avoid the issue by augmenting the criteria
with a requirement that the t ypes of pmp′ and pmp must be
equal. The criteria in (9) are conservatively defined for now:
It can be argued that requiredp′ ≥ requiredp is sufficient
[37], but that raises further questions as well and is not as
unambiguously backwards-compatible.
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p1: Personalization

p4': Personalize feedp1.1: Content Recommendations

p2': Collect page view analytics

p3': Profile preferencesis-a has-many

PurposeHierarchy ComposedPurposes

Fig. 1 An example of a possible PurposeHierarchy using Composed-
Purposes, highlighting both composition and inheritance. Re-drawn
after [34]

The definition for ComposedPurposes, cp, accompa-
nies another structure originally defined in the LPL that
is named PurposeHierarchy, ph. PurposeHierarchy
defines a parent–child relationship as an inheritance hier-
archy. While this hierarchical is-a relationship is similar to
the has-many relationship for ComposedPurposes, there
exists a meaningful difference in capability and intent. In
other words, the relationships are complementary. Whereas
inheritance enables reusing rights and making a Purpose
concrete, ComposedPurposes expose the actual contents
of the Purpose. Following the Liskov substitution principle
[40], inherited Purposes ought to behave like their parent. In
contrast, composed Purposes do not share this limitation and
can thus more explicitly represent a part of the parent. The
following brief example can be used to elaborate this point
further.

Consider “personalization” as a parent Purpose (and
Fig. 1 for a visual example). This purpose, p1, might be
inherited by “content recommendations,” p1.1. Both would
inform the data subject about the categories of personal data
used, but these would not expose any further insights. How-
ever, by adding underlying purposes to p1.1, it is possible to
elaborate the nature of “content recommendations” further.
For instance, in Fig. 1 the purpose p1.1 composes “collect
page view analytics” (p2′), “profile preferences” (p3′), and
“personalize feeds” (p4′). Clearly, when compared to dis-
playing only p1.1, these compositions make the policy more
transparent to the data subject.

It is possible to construct a policy that does not meet the
properties required, but it would not be valid. Using the def-
inition of up in (3), it is possible to display a privacy policy
organized as a directed acyclic graph. A cyclic graph could
be, theoretically, viable in a policy (as long as the constraints
for valid policies are met), but we have not found meaningful
use cases. The root elements of a policy are those which are
not underlying any other purpose—and following the con-
straints, the data subject only needs to study and accept these.
An interested partymay read deeper. Furthermore, the formal
definitions enable the subsequent functionality: coupling the
purposes with technical functions.

LayeredPrivacyPolicy

UnderlyingPrivacyPolicy 1

Purpose 2

Purpose 1

UnderlyingPrivacyPolicy 2

DataRecipient 1

DataRecipient 2

req

Potentially
optional p

Inclusion of upp to lpp
only if necessary

Fig. 2 How the relationships of UnderlyingPrivacyPolicies, DataRe-
cipients, and Purposes are structured

3.2 Data transfers in LPL

In addition to the structure of Purposes, we can also make
observations about data transfers in LPL and suggest two
improvements to facilitate policy creation in this regard.
In the original form, only a single upp can exist for an
lpp, which enables chaining previously consented policies,
and, therefore, data transfer to third parties. In practice, it
appears more useful to treat the upp of a policy as a set of
UnderlyingPrivacyPolicies; a single policy could model
transfers to multiple controllers, which are not necessarily
related to each other. A situation of this kind is difficult
to model clearly in the original structure with a single upp
and would result in multiple top-level policies that could be
mostly redundant. The shorthand we propose, using a set of
upp, appears to make modeling multiple third parties sim-
pler and does not break any features of the language. It is not
a solved issue whether you should combine policies from
different parties into one when presenting it to the data sub-
ject. Our position is that while the arrangement might not be
viable in practice at the present moment, it is an opportunity
that the language could support.

Furthermore, it should be noted that DataRecipients,
upp, and Purposes are closely connected. Since a Purpose
p can be optional and thus a data subject can reject it, the
̂DRp of that p can be ignored in the effective policy. If a
rejected p would have featured a data transfer, the upp of
the recipient is no longer required in the policy. There exists,
then, an optional relationship between DataRecipient dr
and upp. Therefore, let

req = (dr , upp), (13)

where the existence of a pair (dr , upp) in the set of ̂REQ
denotes that the dr requires the inclusion of a upp to be used
in a Purpose. How these constructions relate to each other
is displayed in Fig. 2 as an example.
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3.3 Web services as privacy policy purposes

The composed purpose specifications elaborated allow cre-
ating more informative privacy policies. These empower
specifying down from an abstract level of a personal data pro-
cessing Purpose to what the processing concretely consists
of. These specifications enable a deeper validation of a pol-
icy, more transparency, confidence that the policy matches a
corresponding technical implementation, and the subsequent
static analysis method. Although the composed Purpose
is entirely domain-agnostic, it is particularly useful in the
web application domain. Next, this section presents a way to
attach the LPL to a model of a web service.

Consider the naïve definition of aweb service as a function
of requests to responses (see the definition of a server in
RFC 2616; [22]). The web service function can be uniquely
identified by a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) over the
Web. To increase the abstraction depth, we can model what
the web service function does using the concepts of web
services and service nets (SNs) [30]. Roughly, a web service
is a tuple of values describing the service, a set of component
web services, and a service net. An SN, in turn, is a place-
transition Petri net modeling the dynamic behavior of a given
web service. To proceed more formally, let

WS = (NameS, Desc, Loc,URL,CS, SN ), (14)

where NameS is the unique identification code of the service,
Desc a textual description for it, Loc the server in which the
service is located,URL its endpoint, CS a set of component
web services, and SN the service net describing its behavior
[30]. A service net, in turn, can be defined as a tuple

SN = (P, T ,W , i, o, �), (15)

where P is a set of places, T a set of transitions representing
the operations of the service, W a set of directed arcs, i the
input place, o the output place, and � a labeling function for
transitions [30]. A couple of assumptions allow to connect
these definitions to personal data processing. First, in the
present context, any web service is assumed to be governed
by a privacy policy, and that policy can bemodeledwith LPL.
Second, the dynamic behavior exposed by the Petri netmodel
can be exploited by assuming that personal data processing
occurs always within T . The latter assumption necessitates
a more thorough inspection of the behavior of a service and
assumes it is possible to do so.

For a simple instance, say that an SN of a web service
has an input place i , an output o, and three transitions with
labels “register customer” (t1), “create subscription” (t2),
and “send confirmation email” (t3). The set of arcs W con-
nect i → t1 → t2 → t3 → o. Each transition processes its
own set of personal data. If this processing can be inspected,

a union can be used to define the total processing for the
given SN . The principle remains the same in amore complex
instance with branches: A union is the sum of all potential
transitions in the service net.

To this end, a function that inspects personal data process-
ing in any given web service can be defined as:

pd : WS → (̂Dws,̂DRws, ̂U PPws), (16)

where WS is a web service and the return value is a tuple
describing data processing in its behavior. In this tuple, ̂Dws

is a set of personal data (i.e., LPL’s Data elements) processed
in the transitions of a service net of theWS,̂DRws is a set of
authorized parties allowed to access the personal data (i.e.,
LPL’s DataRecipient elements), and, finally, ̂U PPws is
a set of privacy policies (i.e., UnderlyingPrivacyPolicy
elements) of third parties the WS transfers personal data to.

The function pd allows modeling personal data process-
ing at a sufficiently abstract level. Also the mapping of the
definition (14) to LPL Purpose is straightforward by using
the composition rules described earlier. In essence: (i) any
WS processing personal data is governed by a privacy pol-
icy; (ii) the act of processing in LPL is encoded in Purposes;
and, therefore, (iii) at least one Purpose governs any web
service processing personal data. In other words, the defi-
nitions (2) and (14) are composable and flow from a high
abstraction level to concrete operations. These can be further
mapped to the definition (1) by noting that (iv) there exists
a Purpose for any web service WS in a set of web services
̂WS governed by a LayeredPrivacyPolicy. In other words,
for all WS ∈̂WS exists p ∈ lpp for which

pd(WS) := (̂Dws ⊆ ̂D,

̂DRws ⊆̂DR, (17)

̂U PPws ∈ upplpp).

Finally, in order to simplify the notation, let the follow-
ing tuple mark the relation between a Purpose and a web
service:

gov = (WS, p), (18)

which also implies that

̂Dws ⊆ ̂Dp and ̂DRws ⊆̂DRp (19)

for any gov(WS, p). While the relation gov is not specified
as a part of a privacy policy, this mapping between the policy
and a description of a service provides a useful method for
data controllers. Although any compliant web service pro-
cessing personal data does so under a privacy policy, this
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condition does not dictate the practice. For instance, a sin-
gle Purpose could govern all web services of a policy, or
a single WS might be governed by multiple Purposes. In
practice, it is also possible that a policy is invalid: A pd(WS)

does not match any Purpose in a policy. Such cases should
be avoided, obviously.

A further benefit originates from the fact that modeling
can be done at either side of the abstraction; at the level
of web services; or at the level of privacy policies. The pre-
sentedmethod couples the twomodels together but leaves the
responsibility of the desired abstraction to the data controller.
Therefore, it is possible to “attach” a governed web service
at any level of the LPL Purpose graph. In addition, com-
posed web services can be modeled, which offers another
dimension for flexibility. To illustrate these points, Fig. 3
shows a web service S composed of two services S1 and S2,
both of which have a governing Purpose. The Data and
DataRecipient elements are derived from the SN of the
web service in question through the function pd. The depth
and granularity of a privacy policy can be chosen as it is writ-
ten. Different configurations and their privacy implications
are discussed later on in Sect. 6.

4 Implementation of approach

Themethod of our approach has two steps. The first step is to
use static declarations of personal data processing in annota-
tions of source code.While in practice the exact construction
is specific to a programming language, many languages sup-
port some way of encoding meta-data to function or class
declarations. After injecting this meta-data is applied dur-
ing programming, it can be leveraged in the next step, as a
compile-time static analysis of the source code. Thus, we
can reason about the structure of a program and the way the
program processes personal data, and to use this informa-
tion to create privacy policy language constructs from the
capabilities of a given web service.

4.1 Annotations for personal data

The original toolkit for personal data annotations [33]
featured three annotations: @PersonalData for classes
and variables containing personal data, @PersonalData
Handler to declare areas of a code base which may process
personal data, and @PersonalDataEndpoint to declare
the boundaries of the analysis. In that work, the use case
was validating source code structure. For the present work
of extracting data for privacy policies, the annotation set is
useful as a baseline, and we build upon the idea that infor-
mation about data sensitivity can be embedded statically to
source code. In what follows, the theoretical model already
described is further refined into practical use. To account for

personal data transfers,we introduce an additional annotation
to the annotation toolkit.

4.2 Purposes

Since the personal data processing purposes coupled to web
services are derived from the behavior of services, the next
part is to define away to generate data for privacy policies via
static analysis. This construction requires limiting the scope
to a specific implementation level. To still retain a high degree
of generality, the practical solution discussed focuses on a
particular but common design pattern for SOA web services.

In essence, many web frameworks use the same strategy
of defining application entry-points in the source code by
using annotations. Good examples include the Spring frame-
work5 for Java and Flask6 for Python. In this pattern, server
functionality is run by a given library, which maps incoming
requests to (application code) function calls based on anno-
tated entry-point definitions. Strictly speaking, the pattern is a
composite web service, which conditionally calls a different
component web service based on a given request. Consid-
ering it as a single service with multiple entry-points is a
reasonable simplification; the source code for many entry-
points may belong to a single file or class, for instance. In
the present work, each entry-point maps to a privacy policy
Purpose, as defined in Sect. 3.3.

Continuingwith the annotation-based approach, the Data
elements can be derived from object relational mapping
(ORM) classes. Many web service frameworks offer annota-
tions to mark these declaratively and to define the relational
mappings statically (see Hibernate7, for instance). Personal
data stored in these database entity objects can be reasoned
about if the semantic information is provided in a similar
way [33]. Obviously, personal data processing is not limited
to database interactions, so our approach of using ORM-
mappings is only a baseline standard. The relational table
mappings provide a useful categorization of personal data
in a code base, but there are no issues with expanding the
analysis scope. For example, even if a message-passing web
service had no database at all, one could apply the method to
@PersonalData-annotated data transfer objects.

Using both the application entry-point and personal data
ORM-annotations, a code base declares how personal data
is processed statically. These declarations map to the theo-
retical service net definition in a concrete manner. By using
static analysis processing, it is possible to create (at the least
templates for) Purpose definitions. Since each entry-point
is a “main” function of a subprogram of a web service,
they form a distinct directed graph of function dependencies.

5 https://spring.io/.
6 https://pypi.org/project/Flask/.
7 https://hibernate.org/orm/.
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Fig. 3 Illustration of LPL
Purposes mapping to
composed web services; thick
arrows represent privacy policy
data generated from web
services. Extended from [30,34]
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As the abstraction levels of the graph range from modules
and classes to methods, the Purposes compose in a simi-
lar manner. Analyzing each function of the code base during
compilation allows marking personal data a given function
depends on.

The other values from the tuple p in (2), including name
and descr , can also be generated with static analysis and
matching annotations. That said, the values for optOut ,
required, retention r , and privacy model pm require human
judgment in the present work. In addition, a web service
could have capabilities beyond the reach of static analysis,
thus confirming that the subsets of the mentioned elements
are indeed complete sets—and completing them is also a
manual process.

Themethodwe have so far described addresses generating
Purpose templates with Data elements from source code
in a specific architecture. Full capabilities of the inspection
function pd require providing the DataRecipients of a web
service—aswell as the set ofUnderlyingPrivacyPolicies
of third parties the WS transfers data to.

4.3 Data transfers

Referring to the definition of pd in (16), a necessary dimen-
sion for generating privacy policies is detecting transfers of
personal data to the realmof other policies. For anyWSunder
inspection, the set of underlying privacy policies ̂U PPws

must exist. Since any WS processing personal data are gov-

erned by a policy, it follows that any WS that receives data
has also a policy of its own. The layered nature of the LPL
implies that to accept a policy, one must accept all under-
lying policies contained within. Consider then WS1 which
callsWS2 through a software development kit (SDK) library,
transferring personal data in the process. In order to create
the privacy policy governing WS1, it is then required to find
the policy of WS2. If WS2 has further transfers, those must
be also located, and so forth.

Compiling all the layered privacy policies into a single one
while developing the original WS1 is impractical. They must
be available at run time—otherwise a data subject cannot
consent. To further complicate the process, it is not unimag-
inable to have circular dependencies in this stack of layered
policies. To solve this problem, our approach simply links
the underlying policies. The management of the links is then
automated via the data extraction tool.

Managing the links to underlying privacy policies is
accomplished using another annotation in the source code.
We extend the personal data annotation toolkit [33] with
@PersonalDataTransfer, which is applied to a func-
tion or a class. In addition tomarking a point of a data transfer
in source code statically, an annotation instance is parameter-
ized to contain the identifier of the policy it refers to. Thus,
the static analysis process for extracting purposes also has
the capability to find all underlying policies used in a WS.
How the web service structure can be mapped to a privacy
policy is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Illustration of personal
data transfers mapping to first-
and third-party privacy policies
from Web Service Service Nets
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The ideal use case and the optimal path for the spread
of practical use of the @PersonalDataTransfer anno-
tation would be SDK libraries that provide clients services
with predefined annotations. With this assumption, correct
linking occurs without effort from a developer. In practice,
however, such optimal situation would require effort from a
whole software ecosystem. Therefore, it remains a task for
developers to annotate functions that perform data transfers
in a given application code.

4.4 Data recipients

The mechanism for detecting occurrences of data transfers
can also be applied to a class of DataRecipients. Referring
again to definition of pd in (16), and recalling the definition
of p in (2), to create a complete privacy policy and purposes
for it, the framework ought to extract DataRecipient-
elements from a WS. To be clear, our method detects only
a subset of̂DRws ; those associated with the transfer of per-
sonal data. Other groups would include different classes of
processors of the data controller of the policy in question.
This requirement is partially expressed in definition (17),
where any WS inspected by pd(WS) is a subset of the
DataRecipients of the privacy policy. The limits are further
illustrated in Fig. 5.

DataRecipients:
1: of a Policy
2: of a Web Service
3: statically analysable

1 2 3

Fig. 5 AVenn diagram illustrating the limits of the Data−Recipients
analysis

In LPL, DataRecipients exist as one of the components
of a Purpose. They are defined as “the authority that gets
specific processing rights (defined by the Purpose) granted”
[25] by a Purpose. In our context of technical Purposes
we are extracting from a code base, DataRecipients repre-
sent those entities the web service transfers data to, during
the execution of one of the entry-point functions. To find
this information through static analysis, we can refer to the
strategy for analyzing data transfers. The issue amounts to
encoding DataRecipient-information to the source code
annotations in a suitable and sustainableway. To avoid redun-
dancy, our approach again only encodes the identifier of a
DataRecipient (name-field in LPL) in the parameters of
the @PersonalDataTransfer annotation. Thus, data
transfers and DataRecipients are tightly coupled in our
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approach, and the relationship req(dr , upp) in (13) is in the
scope of the analysis.

4.5 Implementation as data extraction tool

To demonstrate practical use, a concrete implementation was
developed for the Java programming language. The data
extraction part of the program was developed as a compiler
plugin for the Java language. The tool runs as an annotation
processing tool (APT) and generates a fresh dataset automati-
cally upon building a project it is enabled on. The source code
of the tool is published under an open source license.8 Using
theAPT interface, the package can be integrated to both com-
mand line tools and integrated development environments. In
addition, a data visualization script was developed during the
study.

The prototype implementation is limited to a particular
set of supported annotations using the Spring framework:
@RequestMapping and @Document. These annotations
are used, by framework convention, to mark application
entry-point functions and ORM-classes, respectively. In
addition to these, the implementation requires the use of the
personal data annotations described earlier. It should be rela-
tively trivial to extend the support for alternative framework
annotations, though, as long as the target architecture is sim-
ilar.

Developing the inspection process for the specific envi-
ronment required some further design choices. Given that
there are no right or wrong answers in this context, other
implementations might differ slightly. In particular, Java’s
Interfaces are handled with a pessimistic approach. For
instance, consider a Purpose entry-point using an inter-
face with multiple implementations. The tool implemented
handles this by summing the personal data found in all avail-
able implementations. Another design choice made pertains
to other modules (libraries) imported in a web service. As
the tool is tied to compile-time static analysis, other (pre-
compiled) modules are out of the scope of the tool. In
practice, this choice was not seen as a hindrance because the
given business logic generally defines the type of personal
data processed. Regarding data transfers, the convention for
libraries is to declare @PersonalDataTransfer in the
interface provided.

To best of our knowledge, no standard data file format for
LPL exists. While different use cases have different needs, a
uniform format could be beneficial for the adoption of LPL.
This task is out of the scope of this paper, however. For the
purposes of the tool presented, the extracted Purposes are
stored as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) files. The nat-
ural mapping is using the names of the LPL tuple values as
keys in the objects themselves. Our data format also omits

8 https://github.com/devgeniem/personaldataflow.

the contents of Data-elements and refers to them by data
group name. These decisions are mostly incidental and serve
practical needs; should a data format become standard, the
method will adapt. To summarize, the tool presented imple-
ments the data extraction needs for a specific case, of the
general solution that was outlined.

5 Validation: a case study

To demonstrate the presented method in practical use, the
implemented tool was applied to a web service code base of
a company. The goal of the case study was to validate that
the static analysis method and the developed tool both work
as intended. The case study methodology was simple: The
generated documentation should match the expectations of
the implicit model of the case web service. This was com-
pared by hand, matching the data with the API specification
and usage of the case service—this process did not require
interpretation as the generated data must match the source
code exactly. Building the final policy would be subjective,
and thus not the focus of this work. The initial analysis of the
case web service was done in [34], and the data extraction
and analysis were repeated after the extensions presented in
this paper, in order to have the full set of policy data. As
the code base had slightly evolved in-between, the numbers
presented here are partially different from the initial work.

The caseWS has been in production for processing trans-
actions in a Finnish company since 2014. There have been
different maintainers and product owners. Despite ongoing
maintenance and development, there was no tooling for auto-
mated documentation in use before the case study.Deploying
the tool required annotating the personal data database entity
classes and installing the annotation processor to the build
chain. This integration amounted to a moderate amount of
work. The moderate work amount indicates applicability of
the tool to new targetswith roughly similar software architec-
tures. After the initial setup, repeated data extraction and tool
version updates were low effort. To summarize, integrating
the tool into the code base was successful.

The case WS is a single monolithic code base, which is
split into modules. Despite having multiple responsibilities,
the WS uses and is used by multiple service. The total of
323 classes (amounting to about 28 thousand lines of code)
at the time of the initial analysis can be understood as a
Model/View/Controller architecturewith specific service and
database layers. Considering the definition for composable
web services, the entire system would be the root WS. It
would composeWSmodules (“Controllers”), which, in turn,
compose WS endpoint functions. These functions are gov-
erned by composed Purposes, which the data extraction tool
maps. Although the case WS uses several libraries, these
being out of scope were not a hindrance for analysis; as dis-
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Fig. 6 Excerpt of Purpose data visualization generated from the case WS, featuring Purposes, Data-elements, and DataRecipients. In the Purposes,
p’ stands for the number of sub-purposes

cussed in Sect. 4.5, any library processing personal data are
supplied the data by the business logic code that is in the
scope of the analysis. It should also be noted that authoriza-
tion for the entry-points is out of scope of the analysis; the
sessions are checked in the framework rather than in the code
inspected.

The results of the data extracted by the tool can be sum-
marized as follows. The case WS was found to comprise 30
Controller modules, each of which was composed of multi-
ple entry-points (a total of 245 with a range of [1, 51], and
an average of 8.2). Out of these, not all processed personal
data. Regarding those that concern privacy policies, a total
of 24 Controller modules remained (with a total of 224, a
range of [1, 51], and an average 9.3). In total, 19 different
personal data entity and three DataRecipient types were
identified. Each controller processed on average three per-
sonal data classes with a range of [1, 11].

Following our formulation of the problem, the case WS
was viewed as set of component web services (i.e., Con-
troller modules), which in turn are composed of entry-point
web services. The data visualization tool developed as a
part of the effort is demonstrated in Figs. 6 and 7, which
display generated figures of the different types of policy
data extracted (after slight post-processing: cropping, cen-

soring private titles). The analysis tool extracts the data for
each entry-point, most of which were omitted from these
figures for brevity. As defined before, the sets of Data ele-
ments belonging to any component Purposes p′ are subsets
of their higher-level Purpose p. The data also visualize
the application architecture and highlight important areas:
those where many entities concentrate in a single Purpose
as well those where entities are used across multiple
purposes.

There is no existing formal privacy policy for the caseWS,
so an exact number for coverage cannot be given. Regard-
less, it is possible to gain insights by comparing the implicit
Purposes in the system to those extracted with the tool
implemented. With manual verification, it is confirmed that
the results of the analysis cover all of the entry-points. Thus,
in this sense, the tool appears sound. However, the com-
plete logical hierarchy of the composed Purposes cannot
be constructed by inspecting the WS source code alone.
As a counterexample, the process of purchasing (a pur-
pose) composes of entry-point Purposes fromweb service’s
SubscriptionController and LoginController . This pur-
pose can only be inferred by viewing the clients in addition
to the web service. An example of this case is illustrated
in Fig. 8, where composed Purposes (p22, p175′) and
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Fig. 7 Excerpt of Composed Purposes data visualization generated
from the case WS

p22: SubscriptionController

p172': #createSubscriptionWithCampaign

p?: SubscribeExistingUser

p120': #loginp13: LoginController

...

...

Fig. 8 Another example of composed Purposes of the case study,
with an identified out of analysis scope Purpose (white) inferred from
client-side. Extended from [34]

(p13, p120′) also have a third Purpose p? that could not be
found in the web service analysis.

The case study demonstrates the possibility to construct
any Purpose concerning the case system, by composing the
extracted Purposes that act as building blocks. The pre-
sented method thus answers to RQ2. To create the whole
Policy, it is not sufficient to analyze server-side code alone.
As the web service API provides a collection of capabil-
ities, different possible combinations of these cannot be
constructed without additional context.

6 Discussion

This paper provides a method for improved means to express
and reason about privacy policies and personal data pro-
cessing formally. In essence, any web service processing
personal data must be governed by a privacy policy. The
method presented in this paper does not, however, enforce
that transparency for a data subject is increased. Having the
means to automatically generate data might lower the effort

of creating expressive privacy policies. The results of this
paper still assume a good faith effort on part of the service
provider; maintaining a policy with more detail could also
be a liability for maintenance. Moreover, a vague policy that
is decoupled from the technical means of the service does
allow more “freedom” for the data controller. The question
is then: Is it worthwhile?

As discussed in the motivation of the paper, a privacy pol-
icy must be specific and explicit [42]. The first principle of
the GPDR requires personal data processing to be lawful,
fair, and transparent [54]. In a practical environment, these
abstract principles are weighed against multiple other con-
straints and business requirements [32]. The example and
standards put forth by the privacy engineering research com-
munity is away to drive industry adoption of privacy-friendly
means for data processing. This paper is a small step on
that path, which also requires cultural changes in addition
to technical means. Needless to say, change is not easy.
The automated method to generate privacy policy data does
require a change in practice instead of only implementing
technical improvements—but the process can be incremen-
tal and iterative.

The question can be raised whether using source code as
the basis for generating privacy policy data is useful in prac-
tice, in comparison with other approaches. Another alterna-
tive that has been explored, see Sect. 2, would be annotating
Business Process Models instead and using that for static
analysis. There are trade-offs between these approaches.
Using source code, as per our approach, maintains a single
source of truth for the privacy policy data and the model will
not become out of sync with reality. Admittedly, this way
of relinquishing control of policy to developers is not suit-
able for every organization, and thus, adopting this method
requires consideration.

The presented method for automatically generated
Purposes cannot fully describe a privacy policy in most
cases, as mentioned in Sect. 5. This result can be viewed
through an optimistic lens, remarking that fully generated
privacy policies are not realistically wanted to begin with.
Indeed, some authors have recently warned about using
automatically generated privacy policies without prior con-
sultation with legal experts [53]. That said, tools still make
the task easier; the method is suitable for generating building
blocks from which the final policy is compiled from. Rarely
does the web services hierarchy of a business, which can
be modeled, exhaustively map to the logical processes used
by clients. However, as we can claim, any policy that uses
a web service ought to include the Purpose governing that
WS in its composition. The minimum viable policy would
be one Purpose which governs all web services, but there
is no upper limit (other than practicality) to the number of
Purposes governing any given web service. These assump-
tions raise the question whether it is possible to draw any
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judgments about the quality of a privacy policy by looking
at the LPL structure.

Even looking at a valid LPL policy, it is not guaranteed
that it is specific or explicit enough to be compliant with the
GDPR. As we are mapping (composed) Purposes to web
service entry-points, it would seem that a single Purpose to a
single WS entry-point is the most explicit mapping that can
be constructed. Having a single Purpose governing many
WS entry-points could be made more explicit by detailing
the purpose of each entry-point. A single WS entry-point
serving multiple purposes—besides being questionable pro-
gramming practice—could be split to multiple entry-points
with specific functionality. It should be noted that these con-
siderations apply to the lowest-level composable Purposes,
and the more abstract high-level Purposes have their own
scope.

The method of this paper then suggests a ground-up
approach to arranging a privacy policy. If the lowest com-
posed purposes layer follows the one-to-one mapping with
technical functionality, the higher abstraction-level purposes
based on business needs are built on specific and explicit
ground. Building on from these assumptions, the breadth of
the ComposedPurposes graph should be minimized (i.e.,
consent is not asked for unnecessary purposes), while the
height appears only as the consequence of raising abstrac-
tion level and bundling low-level Purposes.

The quality of a privacy policy still has nuances. For
instance, it cannot be conjectured that more information
would always imply “better” privacy policies [9]. A privacy
policy that overwhelms a data subjectwith informationmight
not be presented in “intelligible and easily accessible form,
using clear and plain language” [54]. By implication, the
legal requirements for a consent might not be satisfied. The
composed purpose definition of this paper somewhat allevi-
ates this issue: It is possible to specify purposes in detail and
only show deeper levels of a given tree to those data subjects
who are interested in the details. To overcome potentially
confusing and ambiguous linguistic expressions, standard-
ized terms and expressions could be used for Purpose
descriptions.Also graphical user interface elements andother
visual cues could be used to improve the presentation. While
our approach leaves the final composition of a privacy policy
to a practitioner, the automatic data generation facilitates a
fine-grained policy.

6.1 Integration in engineering practice

We propose three ways to make use of the data extraction
tool in software engineering practice and present a reference
architecture to demonstrate these use cases. The Purpose
data extracted from a code base serve different needs in
different phases of development. We refer to these three as
activities.

Local
development

Privacy
Repository

Privacy
policy

validate document compose

Fig. 9 Proposed use-case activities for the data extraction tool

Before continuing, a few assumptionsmust bemade about
the context. Let there be a process of continuous development
of multiple web services in a business with multiple teams.
Here, continuous means that there is no single project deliv-
erable, but iterations over an undefined time period. Multiple
teams and web services imply that there are multiple privacy
policies, which may possibly overlap. Continuous develop-
ment, multiple teams, and many web services all necessitate
internal documentation even in agile environments [6].

The first activity for the data extraction tool is validation
during development. As a developer compiles code, the tool
can be used to extract the current purposes matching cur-
rent version of the code. The results can either be checked
with unit tests (comparing to data from previous versions)
or reviewed manually that they match expectations. The use
case here is to validate that code changes do not process per-
sonal data in an unexpected way.

After local changes to source code are integrated to a
main repository in a continuous integration or related system,
the tool can document Purpose data in an internal “privacy
repository.” We propose this documentation as an integrated
part of an enterprisemeta-datamanagement strategy (see [16]
for an example). The Purposes are stored as-is. They also
represent capabilities of a web service. If required, the repos-
itory allows to further enrich the data with values not created
by the tool. For instance, additional Purposes not within the
realm of static analysis can be created with other means. To
facilitate this use case, the data extraction tool repository fea-
tures a visualization script that generates hypertext markup
language (HTML) documents from the Purpose data.

Finally, the data collected in the privacy repository can
be used to compose privacy policies. Since these documents
have legal implications, it seems useful to separate creating
them from the data extraction. The Purposes (and other col-
lected data) are then used as building blocks for the policy. At
this step, the policies from third partiesmust be also compiled
into the final product.

The proposed process and the activities are summarized in
Fig. 9. Obviously, there may be also other use cases beyond
the three described. To this end, the use cases could be used as
the starting point for developing mature industry-wide solu-
tions.
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6.2 Limitations and further work

The presented work is by no means exhaustive. Leveraging
static analysis for privacy policies has further potential, and
the presented work is limited in many aspects. Some limita-
tions of this paper are a deliberate scoping choice, which can
be briefly discussed further.

Our approach leverages static information encoded in
source code files for generating the privacy policy Purposes
of web services. To achieve this, there are some costs for the
practitioner in the form of additional work in setup and devel-
opment. To generate the data using the architecture described
in Sect. 6.1, a practitioner must (1) annotate source code,
(2)maintain data extraction tool infrastructure, and (3) com-
pile the final privacy policies from the data. In comparison,
a lightweight privacy-by-policy approach must only main-
tain incremental versions of a textual privacy policy. While
the crux for adoption covers all three facets, these are all
essentially context-dependent. First, whether automatically
updating data based on software updates is useful. Second,
whether machine-readable privacy policy data is useful. And
last, how is the transparency benefit of more fine-grained
policies valued. One argument to support these qualities is
the value of having internal documentation in addition to
customer-facing policies.

The definition of ComposedPurposes has the necessary
limitation that a sub-purpose cannot have more lax privacy
attributes than its parent. This work has deliberately limited
its scope so that we do not consider the “privacy hierarchy”
of different anonymization methods and instead require sub-
purposes to implement the samemethod as the parent. Should
some future work present an unambiguous hierarchy of the
methods that defines comparison between them; the restric-
tion imposed by us in (7) can be reduced accordingly.

The implementation of pd within the constraints defined
in Sect. 4 is just one instance of the general problem. How-
ever, similar definitions should be possible for other archi-
tectures and programming languages. Dynamically typed
environments would of course require another approach for
the analysis part. While the analysis method does cover data
transfers, to gain full extent of the value of LPL also the
recipient parties should describe their processing in a formal
language. At this time, translations between different privacy
languages are not developed (which is a potential research
space). In practice, this implies that to create a full LPL pol-
icy, the data recipients should also use LPL. Extending the
method to further programming languages is more challeng-
ing, but not impossible.As of yet, only the data extraction part
is fully automatic: Visualizing the results in an IDE plugin is
a possible opportunity for further work.

As discussed previously, our approach of generating
Purposes from web services does not have the full infor-
mation for a complete Policy on its own. In addition to the

Purposes matching web services, a complete Composed
Purposes graph requires client-side information to know
the combinations on how the building blocks are arranged.
Further research might analyze client-side source code in
order to combine data with the web service Purposes.
Although a similar approachwould suffice, themethodwould
require novelty: Whereas the execution tree of a web ser-
vice starts from a single point and branches deep, client-side
code typically has a wide array of different execution paths
that culminate into web service calls. Completely removing
human judgment from the process of creating privacy poli-
cies might not even be useful. If generated data are used as
a basis to build a policy manually, more coverage always
provides more options.

The case studypresented in thiswork should be considered
merely a validation project. While an example was presented
on how the method works as a proof of concept, more com-
prehensive experiments with multiple different code bases
are needed for quantitative evaluation. Likewise, qualitative
evaluation of the approach and the tool is necessary as well.
This paper proposed some ways to integrate the data extrac-
tion into the software engineering process, and thatwas not an
exhaustive example at all. For instance, a better theory around
what constitutes a “good” arrangement of Purposes to web
services could be studied. Another path forward would be to
integrate LPL (or another related language) to the OpenAPI
standard (or a similar specification) and generate the cor-
responding documents automatically. This path would fully
start to leverage formal privacy languages in the semantic
web.

6.3 Conclusion

This paper sought answers to two researchquestions. Thefirst
asked about a way to formalize an LPL model to describe
personal data processing in web services. To this end, the
privacy language was extended to include composition for
Purposes. This extension was formally integrated with the
definition of web services to form the model that couples
privacy policies and web services together.

The second question solicited a method for extracting the
corresponding data automatically from a web service code
base. This question was approached both theoretically and
practically. In theory, by defining an inspection function that
would satisfy LPL requirements of both Purposes and data
transfers. In practice, limiting the work to a certain web ser-
vice design pattern: by presenting and evaluating an analysis
tool for the method. The results were validated with a case
study.
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